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76 I can change colors and I am part of the lizard family. I use my long tongue and
catch insects to eat. Who am I?

Chameleon

Riddle Answer

77 I carry my baby in a pocket around my stomach. I am good at jumping. Who am
I?

Kangaroo

78 This little creature has a spiral shell and it hides its body into the shell. It lives on
land. It licks drops of water from grass and trees and eats leaves. What is it?

Snail

79
On this day, you put up Koinobori (carp-shaped wind socks) and pray for
children’s happiness. What do you call this special day?

“Kodomo no hi/Tango no
Sekku” (Japanese national
holiday meaning “Children's

day”)

80 When some people are ill or injured, they stay in the hospital to get better. What
do you call this?

Going to the hospital

81 A new pupil joins a school to learn. What do you call this? Entry into school

82 An elementary school pupil carries textbooks and other things for school in a bag.
He/She carries the bag on his/her back. What is it?

“Randoseru” (Small backpack
that Japanese children use as

a school bag)

83 What device do you use to take a photograph? Camera

84 This is a strong animal with a mane. It can run fast and has a long face, neck,
and legs. What do you call this animal?

Horse

85 This vehicle is pulled by one or more horses. It carries people and things on road.
What is it called?

Horse wagon

86 What furniture do you put back your shoes or sandals into? “Getabako” (Japanese shoe
cupboard)

87 This white liquid is nutritious and produced by cows. What do you call it? Milk

88 What is the thickest finger/toe on your hand/foot? Thumb/Big toe

89 These are parts of a human/animal body. Men/animals use them to support
themselves, stand up, walk, and run. What are they?

Feet/Legs

90 You see this plant in springs at riversides or fields and it is shaped like a brush.
You can also eat it. What is it?

“Tsukushi” (Horsetail)

91 You put a letter into this paper bag when you have to send it. What is it? Envelope

92 On an envelope/card, you attach a tiny paper. You pay money to get it. What is it
called?

Stamp

93 You carry your food in a container so you can eat it when you are out. What do
you call this?

Packed lunch

94 This fruit is curved in shape and grows in a bunch. It is yellow and sweet and
grows in hot countries. What is it?

Banana

95 You mix this material with water and use it to color a picture by brush. What is it? Watercolor paints

96

You knead rice flour, form small balls and steam, or boil them. Then, you mix
them with Azuki beans (red sweet beans) or Kinako (sweet soybean flour). You
serve these as an offering to the moon at the Otsukimi party (Japanese festival
honoring the autumn moon). What do you call these sweets?

“Dango” (Sweet Japanese rice
dumplings)

97 It is made of rice and formed into triangles or rounds. It is called a “rice ball” in
English. What is it?

“Onigiri/Omusubi”

98 You add a U-shaped needle through the sheets of paper to join them. What do
you call the device that does this?

Stapler

99 What dolls do you decorate for Hina-matsuri (Doll's festival where people pray for
young girl's growth and happiness)?

 “Hina-ningyo” (A set of
Japanese ornamental dolls)

100 What do you call the drink squeezed from a fruit or vegetable? Juice
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